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Commentary 

The Golden Era of Handicapping  
 

I watched a movie the other night that reminded me about myself at one time and is still true of 

many horse handicappers today. The film is called "The Artist" (2011) and it won much acclaim 

including the Academy Award for Best Picture. It is about a silent screen star in the late 1920s that 

cannot come to terms with the coming age of the "talkies", or sound on film. He's a likeable actor, 

loves his little dog and is a charming man. But his stubborn and arrogant attitude is his undoing. He 

is so convinced that sound on film will never work that he walks out on a studio executive who 

wants him to join the new future of the industry. Talking pictures will never catch on he boasts, but 

then his life spirals predictably downward when the era of silent films is over.  
 

It is easy in hindsight to mock someone who could not see the future coming. But most 

handicappers, including me, made the same mistake in the late 1990s. The "golden age" of horse 

racing retail took place from 1975 - 1995. Those years were the prime decades of success for great 

handicapping books, mail order systems, telephone selections, on-track touts and the peak period 

for Daily Racing Form sales. Speed figures were all the rage and pace handicapping was at its 

zenith.   
 

As the 21st century approached, rapid advances in computer technology and the Internet ended the 

paper and pencil profits for virtually every horseplayer. We didn't know it yet though. So we 

thought the problem was that we needed better numbers for pace, speed and class. What we didn't 

realize was that were we were making better silent movies in the age of talking pictures! 
 

After the year 2000, HTR needed to evolve in a hurry. Primarily because the ratings we depended 

on for profits in the 1990s (especially Fr1) were slipping and the truth was staring us in the face 

with lower payoffs and declining ROI. There are still died-in-wool 'form & speed' players who 

refuse to believe the figures will not continue to provide earnings for them even though most of 

their prime plays are heavily bet and completely unprofitable. We have moved on at HTR and the 

entrenched attitudes of others are actually beneficial to our unique ratings that emphasize potential 

improvement, underlying fitness and live longshot patterns.   
 

This issue of the newsletter will take us back to that time in some ways. I tested some interesting 

systems, angles and suggestions from our users from the days when handicapping books and 

speed/performance ratings were considered the gospel. One of them, the PScan rating, was HTR's 

attempt in the late 1990s to make a better number. But it did not address the real issues behind 

handicapping profit deterioration. At the time, I was as guilty as any horse bettor for not 

understanding what was happening in horse racing.  We don't need to discuss all the issues that have 

challenged the sport, but we might learn something by recognizing parts of the game that no longer 

have earning power.   
 

I'm probably like most of you reading this and love handicapping nostalgia. The books, the silly 

systems, the touts are part of some happy memories. It is why we take part in this endeavor - it is a 

mental puzzle and there are many pieces. Some of the pieces just don't fit anymore, but others can 

be recycled. Let's see what we can find out with the data. 
 

All the data tested in issue is for a 365-day cycle between March 1, 2014 and February 28, 2015. As 

always, I exclude races with a purse of under $10,000. It's an "all-burger" (all 

tracks/distance/surface/age/sex/class) unless otherwise noted. 
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Data Analysis 

Weight Carried - Does it Matter? 
 

One of our members, Bill ("completebill") was kind enough to send me a handicapping book from 

the 1990s. I had mentioned to Bill that I love to browse old horse racing stuff and had probably 

owned and read almost everything in print over the years. In fact, my local library has a well-

stocked horse racing section because we donated most of my books to them. Too bad nobody goes 

to the public library anymore! 
 

The book he sent me was one I did not remember reading even though it was written by the 

respected author Henry Kuck. The book is titled "Winners File" and was published in 1991 by 

William Morrow.  As you probably remember, William Morrow was the publisher of many similar 

handicapping books including most of the ones written by James Quinn. The Kuck book seems to 

be widely available online for prices ranging from $4 to $20, depending on condition. 
  
As was typical of handicapping books that were written in those years, there is a lack of 

documentation and statistical evidence for the information presented. It is certainly understandable 

as they did not have a readily available source of organized data as we do now with HDW and 

Equibase. Also typical is that all of the example races were run several years before the publishing 

date. So even if you bought the book immediately after it was printed, the information was already 

somewhat outdated. 
 

In any case, I sure enjoyed reading it - so thanks to Bill for sending it. Two sections in the book 

discussed the subject of weight carried (chapter 24 and 25).  During the 17 years of writing this 

newsletter, I have written a few articles and done some data analysis on the topic of weight "up or 

down" and "high weight", etc. Nothing really shows any impact in the statistics and weight is a non-

factor in HTR. But it's been a while and the Kuck book inspired me to look again. 
 

Kuck discusses the issue of weight carried from the point-of-view of two previous authors that did 

research on it:  Fred Davis and William Quirin. Their findings were that increased weight or high 

weight in the field was actually a positive impact factor and these horses won more often than 

expected. The reason why was obvious. High weights are assigned to the horses with the most 

successful past-performances. Adding a few pounds was not deterring their performance.   
 

Kuck argues that the key study of Weight done by Quirin was not very useful because it tested all 

races in the data including sprints that are not affected by jockey impost. Also, he does not consider 

weight-carried below 120 lbs. to be a meaningful hindrance. Kuck relates that weight should be 

factored in by the handicapper only if the following circumstances apply.  
 

1. The distance of the race is 7.0f or more. These longer distances, mostly routes, will have a 

more telling effect on horses carrying heavier weights. 
 

2. Only consider horses carrying 120 lbs or more AND if they are carrying more weight than 

their previous start. 
 

This seems like a common sense appraisal. I'm sure thousands of handicappers toyed with similar 

sets of rules to eliminate or downgrade a horse’s chances if the weight seemed taxing for a longer 

tiring distance. It would seem to be especially useful for eliminating favorites who are often the 

high-weights anyway.   Let's find out if these axioms hold any value today. 
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Data Analysis 

Weight Carried - Does it Matter? 
 

To test if the weight factor for has an influence on the outcome of the race as Kuck suggests in his 

book, I setup a test to compare the effect of weight under the following circumstances. 
 

 Distance 7.0f or more. 

 Horse assigned 120 lbs or more in today's race. 

 Horse is carrying at least 3 lbs more than the weight carried in its previous start.    
 

Weight is a factor that begs for the statistical measurement of Impact Value (I.V.) as the primary 

judge of cause-and-effect. ROI can be considered as well if we are seeking a negative result from 

favorites. Win% and ITM% are not useful in this study because there may be multiple horses in the 

same race that qualify with the parameters above. Impact Value irons out the problems of uneven 

numbers of test qualifiers per race as well as differences in field size. 
 

Another measure can also be used quite effectively here. It is the "AvgFn" or Average Finish 

Position.  We can compare the outcome of the weighted horses to the general population of runners 

under any conditions to see if it is detrimental. The "AvgFn" column is found in Robot3 on the 

"Learn New" report. 
 

The first set of statistics looks at all horses at distances 7.0f or more and then we compare with the 

"Weighted Horses" - the ones targeted for the weight study. "ROI-Fav" is the return for betting on 

the favorites only. If we see a decline in ROI for the weighted favorites, the Kuck weight 

parameters might be having an effect on them. 
 

All Horses  7.0f - 14.0f 
 

I.V.  1.06 

AvgFn  4.1 

ROI-Fav 0.84  
 

"Weighted" Horses  7.0f - 14.0f  (12,863 horse sample) 
 

I.V.  1.16 

AvgFn  4.0 

ROI-Fav 0.85  

 

Analysis 

As far as the overall impact on performance, it turns out Quirin was right, even with longer 

distances, the horses are not affected. There is actually a tiny rise in the statistics as the I.V. and 

Average Finish both improve slightly with the weighted horses. They perform about the same or 

even a little better than expected despite the weight increase. The additional impost above 120 lbs. 

does nothing to deter performance on a wide basis. Certainly for individual horses, it might have 

some effect, but we can't usually ascertain that ahead of time unless we suspect injury or fatigue 

through body language. Favorites are not at all hindered by the additional weight assignment and 

the ROI actually goes up.   
 

The weight factor continues to be a rather useless method of elimination. I also tested a number of 

variations including 'highest weight in race', 'weight increase 5 lb. or more' and they reveal similar 

results - mostly neutral statistical changes.   
 

But what about low weight - does it help?  Let's look at that topic on the next page.  
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Data Analysis 

Weight Carried - Does it Matter? 
 

Reduced Weight Carried and Apprentice Jockeys 

Weight carried in horse races is not definitive these days because the safety equipment the jockeys 

wear, such as helmet and protective vest, is not considered part of the assigned impost. That makes 

it difficult to assess absolute weight carried and especially reduced weight on the horse because we 

can't really be sure that the load is substantially lighter.  
 

There is one key tool we can use to possibly assess the effect of reduced weight though. Apprentice 

Jockeys. The horse will be assigned 5 to 10 lbs lower than the normal race weight depending on the 

experience of the novice.   
 

Something important to keep in mind as you review the numbers below is that inexperienced, 

younger apprentice riders are usually given mounts on impossible longshots. Until they show a 

spark of life and get "hot", they don't usually ride quality contenders.    
 

These first charts review the stats from the standpoint of 7.0f races and longer. This presents a 

greater challenge to the apprentice jock and the lower weight might actually help their cause. 
 

All Horses  7.0f - 14.0f 
 

I.V.  1.06 

AvgFn  4.1 

ROI  0.76  
 

Apprentice Jockey  7.0f - 14.0f 
 

I.V.  0.81 

AvgFn    4.3 

ROI  0.69 
 

Analysis 

Here we see a big drop in productivity. The apprentice allowance low weight has no effect and the 

horses are losing at much higher rates than expected at these distances. The combination of jockey 

inexperience with riding non-contenders contributes to a very poor result overall.  A few pounds off 

does not help the cause at all. 
 

Robot3 has a filter for "Apprentice Jock" and you can run similar tests on your own.  If there is one 

thing we can learn from this data above, it is that apprentice riders are much better bets at shorter 

sprint distances. They are in a tough spot when asked to compete at a longer distance.   

 

Apprentice + Sprint + Early Speed 

There is a consistent link to apprentice success on horses with top early speed or pace numbers. I set 

up the test as follows with these filters in Robot3 --> 
 

 Distance 2.0f - 6.5f (any surface) 

 Apprentice Jock 

 Purse $10,000+ 
 

Top ranked PAC, E/P and Fr1 all performed well with strong ROI and healthy sample size. This 

makes sense. Apprentice riders that can get their mount to the front will not have to deal with race 

trouble. The lighter weight combined with a highly motivated young jockey is a great way to kick-

start a thoroughbred front-runner going short. So there you have it. The only clue I could find that 

offers some evidence that weight matters turns out to be in sprint races with the lighter impost of the 

apprentice. This is the opposite of what Kuck suggested in his chapter on weight. It doesn't mean he 

was wrong back then, but we have to accept that most of what was written prior to the year 1995 on 

horse handicapping is not applicable today. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

PScan Rating  
 

 PScan =  Performance Scan or Power Scan. 
 

 The PScan rating is located within HTR2 software and only on the [TLC] screen. 
  

 PScan is not used in Robot3, but is part of the HX4 export file for testing. 
 

 PScan topic was not included in the HTR-Pedia for 2014, but will be added to the updated 

2015 version. 
 

Two of our longtime members "tomcat" and "mikedee" were commenting on the PScan in our 

discussion forum. Tom was the driving force behind the TLC screen and he and Mike still use the 

PScan for contender selection in their handicapping. It deserves a fresh look as the rating has 

largely faded off the radar for most HTR members. We'll discuss the following in this article. 
 

1. What is the development history of the PScan rating and its function for handicapping? 

2. What are the results and statistics for the rating and how do they compare with similar 

contender ratings in HTR? 

3. Should it be added to future Robot versions?  Or maybe MaxVel Modeler? 
 

PScan Rating Development  

On page-2 it was mentioned that the PScan was an attempt to improve upon our existing pace, 

speed and performance ratings in the late 1990s. At that time, the writing was clearly on the wall for 

all vendors of speed figures. Andy Beyer wrote that his figures were improving and accurate, but 

profits no longer attainable with systematic use. The 'Sheets" (Ragozin and Thorograph), sellers of 

the most precise final time ratings, began to admonish their users about betting the numbers blindly 

and to use meticulous form-cycle appraisal instead. Our HTR performance ratings, based on the 

variants and adjustments provided by the diligence of Jim Cramer, had begun to show alarming 

drops in ROI (these include PAC-PER and Velocity numbers). 
 

A critical mass had been reached at the end of the 90s decade. Virtually every serious horse bettor 

was utilizing one or more of these accurate numbers. No one could argue about overall success of 

the ratings as the win rates continued in the 30% range and were instrumental in finding most 

contenders. The problem was that the top ratings were heavily bet and the returns were becoming 

dreadfully unprofitable. 
 

There were other factors that sent speed and performance figures into an ROI depression. These 

included a drop in the average field size at most tracks along with diminished quality of competition 

with most non-maiden class levels.  Also, many casual bettors were leaving the game to play 

lotteries and casinos instead of horses. This loss of "fun money" (or "dumb money") was creating a 

tougher game to beat with mostly sharp handicappers left to compete with each other. 
 

My response to all this along with everyone else in the industry at that time was to proclaim: "we 

need to create a better number!" That's how the PScan was conceived. It was an attempt to produce 

a projected performance rating with decimal precision that could be used to separate contenders 

from losers. Unfortunately all efforts to "Make a Better Number" were futile as the odds and returns 

continued to plummet. On the next page, we'll study the statistics on the PScan and compare them 

with our other performance type ratings. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

PScan Rating 
 

We'll look at the PScan from two statistical viewpoints. The first set of numbers below relates the 

top-ranks of many HTR factors that are similar to the PScan. On the next page, we'll look 

specifically in terms of its use as a contender selector. 
 

The PScan was designed to do several things at once. 
 

 A power rating with a definitive rank separation (no ties) in a decimal format. 

 Assess the last four races only for most horses. 

 Rate all horses, including FTS and other horses that lacked performance information. 

 Pick a high percentage of winners and hope that would improve the ROI. 

 Locate contenders from within a range of Pscan points (see page-8). 
 

PScan uses a formula that scans the last four starts. It had some unique features including using the 

strength-of-race ratings in the algorithm to give extra credit to horses exiting tougher races. It 

weighted the most recent start as the most critical. If the horse was lightly raced, or even if it had no 

past-performances, then an alternate formula was used to estimate the PScan from available 

information.  Pedigree and Trainer were the key elements for the alternate rating. 

  

Here are the other ratings from HTR that compare with the PScan most closely. 

 

(K) rating  Rates all horses, few ties, uses pace/performance as primary elements. 

HTR-Consensus  Rates all horses, combination of factors, good contender selection. 

PER   Primary performance (speed) rating in HTR. 

A/P   Average Pace Velocity rating. 

Projected Fig  Predicts a likely race figure from recent starts (shown on FIG2 screen). 
 

There are a few other ratings within HTR that could be compared as well including KMS, VEL, 

Impact TOT and even the other compound velocity ratings S/P and L/P. Those can all be tested in 

Robot3 if you want more side-by-side comparisons to the PScan results below. I included Favorites 

in the statistics below to provide a benchmark on the ROI. If a rating does not exceed the ROI for 

betting on favorites, then we can't depend on it for finding much value because the rating is finding 

most of its winners among the favorites anyway. 

 
Top Ranks   All Races   Purse $10,000+ 

Factor            Win  ITM        WROI         I.V. 
 

Favorites         36%  71%        0.83         2.85 
 

PScan-1  30%  65%        0.83         2.33 
 

K=1               31%  66%        0.84         2.45 
 

HTR=1             30%  66%        0.87         2.33 
 

PER=1             26%  59%        0.85         2.05 
 

A/P=1             26%  60%        0.86         2.07 
 

Proj. Fig         30%  64%        0.83         2.31 
 

Analysis 

A sobering set of information. Over time, all of these ratings have declined severely in ROI. 

However, they retain high impact values with strong win and ITM rates. So they are useful for 

predicting general race outcomes and finding contenders, but not for making money on their own.   
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Handicapping with HTR 

PScan Rating 
 

You can see from the data on the previous page why I felt it was unnecessary to include the PScan 

or the Projected Fig in Robot3. The Robot has too many similar ratings and those have a slightly 

better ROI. If combined or filtered, some of them can still be productive factors for earning power, 

but it takes some digging to produce a positive ROI.   
 

PScan as Contender Selector 

The real purpose of the PScan was to use it as a contender selector and not to bet the top pick 

blindly.  The top rank would be part of a group of horses likely to win at a high rate. Let's look at 

the PScan from this other perspective and see how it compares with our other backbone contender 

selector, the (K) rating.   It's a good opportunity to discuss the realm of contender selection in 

general as well. 
 

The chart below lists the PScan and (K) in terms of multiple horse contender selectors. Win% and 

ITM% have no value in contender studies because we are dealing with 2 to 6 plays per race. Impact 

Value (I.V.) is the key comparative statistic. ROI can also be useful even though it is watered down 

by betting multiple horses, it can relate whether one or the other rating is finding more price plays 

and overlays among the winners.   
 

Play Count (total Contenders) and Winners are the most important statistic here though. The goal of 

a contender selection method is to eliminate as many horses as possible while retaining the bulk of 

the winners.   
 

In the chart below, the PScan gap refers to the point value of the PScan when subtracted from the 

top ranking. For example, a horse with a PScan rating = 98.50 has a gap of 1.5 if the high-ranked 

horse is rated 100.00. The item K >= 100 refers to the horse's (K) rating if 100 points or higher.   
 

Note: total horses in sample = 265,324 (about 34,000 races) 
 

Factor             Contenders    Winners     WROI     I.V.    AvgWin    
 

PScan Top-4          135,538     26,671      0.81     1.55    $8.20     

K Top 4              135,547     27,196      0.81     1.57    $8.30     
 

PScan gap < 3.0      107,142     23,120      0.83     1.72    $7.70     

PScan gap < 5.0      163,616     29,103      0.82     1.44    $9.20     
 

K >= 100             103,508     23,667      0.82     1.75    $7.20     
 

Analysis 

It is much more complicated to analyze multi-horse factors and statistics. To assess the strength of a 

contender selection method, we want to find the best ratio between the Winners and the total plays 

(Contenders). The K= 100+ wins that tally. However, PScan gap 3.0 is close enough and produces a 

higher average win payoff and ROI. 
 

So between the PScan and the (K), we have a classic case of "Six of One, Half-Dozen of the Other".   

Robot3 has a full spectrum of (K) filters already included. I don't see the necessity of adding a 

variety of filters for PScan in an overcrowded Robot. HTR users that want to test PScan can use our 

Export HX4.  However, I think the PScan would be a worthy addition to the MaxVel Modeler in the 

future because it fits well in that context and rates 100% of the horses. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Broke Maiden Last Out   /  MSW v. MCL 
 

One of the suggestions most often related to me by Robot users is to expand the filter - "NO Last 

Out Maiden Winners". This eliminates horses that broke their maiden in the last start and now are 

most likely stepping up in class and tougher company. What would be ideal as you'll see from the 

statistics presented below are the following filter sets.   
 

 NO Last out Maiden Claiming (MCL) Winners 

 NO Last out MSW Winners 
 

 Broke Maiden Last (MSW) 

 Broke Maiden Last (MCL) 
 

Again, I use only Purse $10,000+ for these tests. That Purse element is critical when analyzing last 

out maiden winners in large samples. The distinction of quality between MSW and MCL may have 

no meaning at minor tracks.   
 

The two types of maiden winners at major tracks go in very different directions after they win their 

first start. Nearly all MSW winners from major tracks are entered in non-claiming races next out, 

while most of the MCL winners stay in the claiming ranks the rest of their career.    
 

re: data below  LO =  Last Out. 
 

Last Out Maiden Winners   Purse $10,000+    All Races 

Category                Plays    Win  ITM     WROI     I.V. 
 

Any LO Maiden Winner   10,294    13%  37%     0.72     1.04 
 

LO MSW Winners          4,377    16%  43%     0.77     1.34 
 

LO MCL Winners          5,917    10%  33%     0.68     0.82 
 

Analysis 

A clear distinction between the two types when they run again after the maiden win. The MSW 

have a far greater impact and hit rate. Maiden claiming winners usually struggle when facing 

tougher company.  Next we look at the two groups separately with various other factors. 

 

LO MSW Winners / Key Factors 
 

Last Out MSW Winners   Purse $10,000+    All Races 

Category                Plays     Win  ITM     WROI     I.V. 
 

Any LO MSW Winner       4,377     16%  43%     0.77     1.34 
 

3yr                       971     18%  47%     0.95     1.45 
 

Tote Favorites            775     42%  74%     0.87     3.19 

AML=1                     759     39%  70%     0.90     2.99 
 

K110+                     361     49%  80%     0.98     3.37 
 

PER=1                     796     36%  66%     1.00     2.75 
 

Razor Sharp               495     26%  52%     1.01     2.11 

Fit & Ready               218     28%  54%     1.10     2.26    

BTL                       149     52%  74%     1.13     3.66 
 

Analysis 

The most promising last out MSW winners win at very high rates (Favorites, AML=1, K110+, 

PER=1) and 3yr are a key demographic. A Razor Sharp workout that follows the MSW victory is a 

highly positive sign of fitness. I agree with our Robot users, we need to separate this LO MSW 

winner category in a future Robot update. Spot play potential is excellent. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Broke Maiden Last Out   /  MSW v. MCL 
 

Last Out Maiden Claiming (MCL) Winners 

As was noted on the previous page, the last out MCL winners face an uphill battle to pull off a 

back-to-back win. While MSW winners at major tracks are high-potential young runners with top 

pedigrees headed for stakes, most horses entered in a maiden claimer have already been written off 

as career claimers with limited future earnings.   
 

After gaining the win in a MCL race, many owners and trainers overestimate the quality of their 

runner and enter them at a claiming level that is too high. This is understandable as any owner and 

trainer would be excited after a win and want to test the waters. But the reality is that most maiden 

claiming winners are worth less than half the value of their MCL win in open claiming dollars. For 

example, a $20,000 MCL winner (M20) is likely to be competitive at or below $10,000 in open 

claiming.   
 

The early pace of a maiden claiming race is also an issue. Most MCL winners have raced on or near 

the lead vs. other maidens that may be reasonably fast, but not aggressive or hotly competitive. 

Open claimers, especially those for horses with multiple previous wins are far tougher competition. 

The pace will be faster and more aggressively challenged. It may take several races for the MCL 

winner to acclimate to the increased velocity.     
 

In terms of looking at HTR factors that bode well for returning MCL winners, the results are almost 

universally bad, even for those that are bet down to be the favorite in the next start.  One factor that 

stood out though, was HTR=1. If the LO MCL winner was the top rank in the HTR-Consensus, it 

was an excellent bet with a flat bet profit (32% win). However, all of the individual components of 

the HTR rating have terrible ROI on their own with this MCL test group, so I remain curious as to 

why HTR=1 did so well in this sample and would be skeptical going forward. Razor Sharp which 

does so well with MSW winners, produces unbelievably bad results with LO MCL winners (14% 

Win, 0.58 ROI). 
 

So overall my advice on LO MCL winners is to try and beat them at any odds, but especially those 

that are bet below 5/1. 
 

As far as a future Robot upgrade, the expanded filters shown at the top of the previous page would 

be an excellent addition. Thanks to our members for the heads up on this topic. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

User Suggested Robot Filters and Angles 
 

Suggestions from our HTR subscribers are greatly appreciated and I'm always amazed at how clever 

and insightful people can be with handicapping. That's a key benefit of using the Robot, it opens up 

more ideas in your mind after absorbing a lot of data and statistics.  I wish we could add more and 

more filters, especially the contra (NOT) of many current items and expand the ranks for every 

factor from 1 to 9.  But space is limited in the Robot and it is currently just about full and will not 

compile if it becomes too bloated. So I'm careful to pick and choose the final elements for Robot3. 

We'll begin to work on Robot4 in 2016, but I will do it with an eye toward seamless integration of 

your current Robot3 spot plays.   
 

NO Trainer Changes in Race 

"APIndyRules" posted on our Discussion Forum about a filter to eliminate races with trainer 

changes.  His feeling is that these races are less predictable. Trainer changes, trainer claims, and 

trainer-switches that also ship the horse to a new circuit, always smack of a conspiracy ("they play 

games"). So the theory here is that maybe races with no changes at all would be more consistent in 

results.  Let's find out if this is true by comparing results of basic HTR ratings with all races vs. 

those races that have no trainer changes in them.   
 

I'll preface the charts below with the surprising result that nearly half of all thoroughbred races have 

no trainer changes in them. So the sample is healthy (16,000+ races).   
   

All Races       Purse $10,000+ 

Factor                   Win   ITM     WROI     I.V.          
 

Favorites                36%   71%     0.83     2.95 

K=110+                   39%   75%     0.86     2.77 

HF                       51%   85%     0.88     3.47 

HTR=1                    30%   63%     0.87     2.33 

TRN=1                    23%   54%     0.80     1.81 

TRN 400+                 24%   57%     0.84     1.92  

TJ 30+                   24%   55%     0.82     1.86 
 

Races w/ NO Trainer Changes     Purse $10,000+ 

Factor                   Win   ITM     WROI     I.V.          
 

Favorites                37%   73%     0.83     2.98 

K=110+                   39%   76%     0.85     2.75 

HF                       52%   86%     0.91     3.50 

HTR=1                    31%   63%     0.85     2.39 

TRN=1                    23%   56%     0.77     1.75 

TRN 400+                 24%   58%     0.78     1.88  

TJ 30+                   24%   55%     0.78     1.80 
 

Analysis 

Don't see a lot of difference in the output when the races exclude Trainer Changes. The one 

interesting fact noted from testing these races is the reduction in field size. Races with no trainer 

changes are typically smaller fields than average. That makes sense because larger fields with more 

entrants are likely to include at least one trainer change. As a result, the races with no trainer 

changes tend to have slightly lower average win prices and more winning favorites. The one factor 

this helps is the "HF" or Hyper-Favorite rating. But I'm guessing the HF can be primed with filters 

currently in the Robot already, such as field size range. 
 

So this may be a more intuitive type of angle to consider on the local circuit if certain barns are 

hogging the claiming game or shippers are winning more than expected. No plans on adding this 

one to a future Robot as I don't see a significant statistical advantage to it. 
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Systems and Angles Tested 

User Suggested Robot Filters and Angles 
 

Mark Cramer Claiming Race Angle 
 

"CompleteBill" submitted a post on our Discussion Board asking me to check out an angle he 

thought might be productive.  Here is an excerpt from his post -- 
 

Ken--I've been reading Mark Cramer's "Hidden Probabilities", and want to do a Robot test for a 

factor that surprised him with Positive results, when he tested it in 2001. The Angle is----2d or 3d 

last, in Claimer (No MCL)--Comes back at exactly same class level. ---That's IT. Showed very good 

results, in a pretty large sample. Mark had to do the research by hand, from the DRF, looking for 

same price AND conditions. 
 

I created a Robot test using the following filters to find out the results. 
 

 Horse exits a standard claiming race (not a maiden claimer) 

 Horse finished 2nd or 3rd in last start 

 Entered for (exact) same claiming price as previous race 
 

The theory here is similar to betting maidens that finished 2nd or 3rd last out. The winners usually 

move up and out of that class level leaving the close-up finishers to compete with easier company 

next time.  Let's see how it plays out some 15 years after Cramer wrote his book. 

 
Claiming Race Angle    All Races   Purse $10,000+ 

Factor              Plays     Win   ITM     WROI     I.V. 

 

Method Plays        13327     17%   50%     0.78     1.43 

 

Analysis 

I've tested dozens and dozens of methods, angles and systems from handicapping books. Virtually 

all of them have much lower returns than what was conveyed in the book. Bill notes that this book 

was published in 2001. So it's a good guess that the research and races studied were from the late 

1990s.  Times have changed dramatically in the last 15 or 20 years with claiming races. The 

reduction in competition for bread-and-butter open claimers that Mark Cramer was observing back 

then has  diminished considerably. 
  
The number of plays with this system is substantial, and the win rate and I.V. are not that bad. The 

returns are miserable though (ROI = 0.78) because horses that finish 2nd or 3rd in their last outing 

are rabidly over bet by the public.   
 

Suggestions for utilizing this system or spot play with improved parameters that you can test with 

Robot3 on your own. 
 

 Claiming (non-maiden) only, previous-race class level does not matter 

 Finished 2nd or 3rd last out 

 Any Fr1 related rating;  Fr1 = 1,2    Fr1 Dom,  Fr1 Adv,  Fr1 60 

                       AND/OR 

 Any high% or hot trainer related ratings:  TRN 400+,  T+J 30%,  "Hot TJ", etc. 

 

Utilizing the power of Fr1 with claimers in good form is a solid angle, as is isolating trainers that 

are experts with placing their horses where they can win in claiming races. 
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

HTR at the HPWS 2015 
A big turnout of HTR players is expected for the 2015 Horse Player World Series at 
the Orleans which begins on Thursday March 26 and runs through Saturday the 
28th. Webmaster John and I will be there and are looking forward to talking with 
friends and making a run at the top prizes. We will post daily with news and results 
on our Discussion Board Tournament forum for those of you at home.  
 

Seminar 2015 
The Annual HTR Seminar will take place on Wednesday July 22, 2015 at the Gold 
Coast Hotel in Las Vegas, 10am - 4pm. We hope you will make plans to join us for 
a fresh look at handicapping and discussion of HTR tools. 
 

HTR-Pedia Update 
We will update the HTR-Pedia in April and add a couple of new topics. 
 

Software Update / HTR-Tablet 2015 
Get a copy of the new HTR-Tablet from our website. Several screens were 
updated for 2015 as were the usual annual adjustments, track changes, etc. HTR-
Tablet is now a quicker program with more rapid response for the new generation 
of smaller, inexpensive Windows tablets on the market. Read this link below for 
more information and to find the 2015 installation link ==> 
 

http://www.homebased2.com/forums/showthread.php?t=14572 
 
 
 

HTR   Handicapping Technology & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

  
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR 

Subscriber Zone around the 15
th
 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter 

for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required for PDF viewing.  Past issues over a 

year old are available in our website archive library. 

 
Products and services from HTR 

HTR Unlimited Download $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current issue included with monthly subscription for members. 

Archived Newsletters from 2000-2013 Located in the HTR-Library on our website. 
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